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Abstract— In a typical localization technique, beacon nodes 
whose locations are known apriori, act as reference in 
estimating the location of user nodes. Placement of these 
beacons in the indoor environments has strong impact on the 
quality of the localization technique. When the operating 
environment is an indoor environment such as an office or 
building, the placement of beacons is very important due to 
the presence of obstructions which often result in non-
uniform signal propagation error and self interference of 
beacon nodes. Besides, the structure of indoor environment 
keeps changing with time, affecting the beacon 
infrastructure. Readjustment of beacon nodes is time 
consuming and might interrupt the localization service. 
Hence, it is ideal to minimize the number of readjustments 
of the beacon nodes as far as possible. To address this issue, 
we propose an algorithm to minimize the number of the 
readjustments of beacon nodes and the interruption in 
localization service. 
 
Keywords— Wireless sensor network, Beacon nodes, User 
nodes, Localization system, Network devices. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are developed for 
monitoring a host for environmental characteristics across 
the area of deployment, such as temperature, sound, light, 
pressure, electromagnetic field, vibration and others.  Most 
of these gathered data in these type of networks have the 
characteristic, such that all the information is useful only 
when we know the context and the position of the data. So, 
most of  the sensor data will be stamped with the position 
information. Typical applications of WSNs include 
monitoring, tracking, and controlling. Some of the specific 
applications are habitat monitoring, object tracking, 
nuclear reactor controlling, fire detection, traffic 
monitoring, etc[1]-[4]. 

In WSNs, we have two types of nodes named as beacon 
nodes and user nodes, where the beacon nodes positions 
are known and user nodes positions are unknown in the 
network. Perhaps the most important aspect of sensor 
networks that differentiates them from other networks is 
their aim. Generally sensor network’s object is monitor a 
signal and tells to the sink or central base station. Since a 
sensor network is distributed for achieving a certain 
system-wide goal nodes collaborate instead of competing 
with each other. That if every nodes communication range 
has limited then they use a technique to send their data to 
the central i.e. sink called multi hop communication. This 
 
 

 requires a routing strategy that ensures that the battery 
energy as well as the throughput is optimized in such a 
way that the duration of the correct functioning of the 
entire network, i.e., the network lifetime, is maximized 
[17]. So then all the nodes combined to archive a system-
wide objective.  

 A typical wireless sensor network environment 
with beacon nodes in an indoor environment would have 
the beacon no des placed uniformly so as to optimize the 
number of beacon nodes for a given level of acceptable 
localization error. Incidentally, the building infrastructure 
would be subject to changes in which case the localization 
error might be very high in a few areas. The beacon node 
placement would also be non-optimal. Further, 
reorganization of the beacon nodes by regulating the level 
of the localization error would be a time consuming 
process. In the present work, a simple approach is 
proposed to move the beacon nodes efficiently which 
would optimize the movements of the beacon nodes and 
the number of  beacons[6]-[9]. 

II. BEACON PLACEMENT APPROACH  

We are using proximity based model to estimate the 
locality of user node, in which locality of user node can be 
defined as the communication region of all beacon no des 
it is hearing. There are two important factors that affect the 
locality of user node, one is beacon density and the other 
one is beacon placement [10]-[13]. 

 
A. Effect of Beacon Density on Localization 

Consider Fig. 1, which shows the impact of density on 
localization technique in which shaded region represents 
the Locality of the user node. Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b) show 
the locality when the number of beacons the user node is 
hearing is 3 and 6 respectively. It can be observed from 
these figures that if the beacon nodes increase then user 
node granularity decreases. Hence beacon density has 
significant impact on localization accuracy. 

 
B. Effect of Beacon Placement on Localization 

Placement of beacon nodes is also very important 
similar to the beacon density, from localization accuracy 
point of view. Consider Fig. 2, where we are having 3 
beacon nodes. Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) depict the case where 
beacons are placed in a uniform and collinear manner 
respectively. The difference between the user node 
localities obtained in these cases can also be easily 
observed [14]-[15]. 
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Fig. 1:  Beacon density effect on localization. 

 

 

 
Fig. 2:  Beacon placement effect on localization. 

 

III. BEACON PLACEMENT ALGORITHMS 

The goal of this algorithm is to determine candidate 
points for placement of an additional beacon, so as to 
maximize the gains obtained [18]. Generally it have two 
phases they are  
1. UPP (Uniform Placement Phase) 
2. AP (Augmentation Phase) 

UPP is not enough to accomplish threshold degree 
condition in each and every pointing which effects in the 
bigness of the cells which are partially covered. Some 
more beacons are put in AP to enhance the coverage 
degree of these cells whose are partially covered. And we 
can find two problems in augmentation phase. Find out 
the cells whose are partially covered if they are existed in 
that then we find out their matching potential beacon cells. 
This is the first problem and the second one is pick a 
group of cells from that list where extra beacons should 
be placed so that all these cells are fully covered state. 
This problem decreases to adjust coverage problem. The 
approach which is used to solve this problem is greedy 
approach and in the later section we proposed an 
enhancement to this greedy approach which diminishes 
the required number of beacons. 
 
A. Uniform Placement Phase 

In this phase beacons are placed with threshold 
density. To find out this density for a given construction 
we need simulations to study the impact of beacon density 
on localization error presuming  there are no obstacles on 
that construction by study the simulations we can say that 
beacon density is directly proportional to localization 
accuracy up to some rate and after the impact is minimal 
in this we can find out threshold density which is equal to 
saturation beacon density and by using equation p=n/a we 
can find out the number of beacons required for this phase 
by using random number generator we can find out the co 
–ordinates of this construction, where these beacons have 
to be  directed. We can direct these beacons in those 
positions with the use of machine or by hand. 
We can calculate the threshold degree by replacing the 
found threshold density in the formula µthresh= 
ρthresh.Π.R2.This beacon uniform infrastructure meets 

condition of threshold degree at each and every point if 
the environment is ideal. An ideal environment indicates 
absence of obstructions and visibility of the beacon to 
user node if and only if distance between them is less than 
the transmission range[5]. In case of practical situations 
like handling an obstructed environment some more 
beacons are add to this infrastructure in this AP 
(augmentation phase). 
 
B. Augmentation Phase  
1. Finding out the cells which are partially covered  

To finds out the state of a cell coverage degree is 
used. To find the cells which are partially covered which 
are exists any we have to calculate this coverage degree 
for each and every cells .we can find out this one if we 
know the total amounts of beacons which are covered to 
the cell. If we know the cell position and beacon’s 
positions placed in UPP (uniform placement phase), we 
can know that weather cell has covered by beacon or not 
by using formulae, 

Pt-PL (d0)-10ηlog (d/d0) – mi xi >= ρthresh. 
For each and every cell which is partially covered we can 
find out their potential beacon cell by using above 
equation.  
 In the next section we explained in detail among all the 
potential beacon cells which one is selected to place 
additional beacons, so then each and every cell in a fully 
covered state. 
 
2. Finding beacon cells by using Greedy algorithm 

A group of cells has taken from potential beacon 
cells found in the earlier section to put the beacons so then 
they all converted to fully covered state. Based on the list 
of cells which are partially covered which indicated by the 
partially covered cells another list named potential beacon 
cell list  has to be built indexed by the potential beacon 
cells in which each potential beacon cell contains all the 
cells which are partially covered that it can cover. Here 
our task is pick a group of potential beacon cells where 
we have to put extra beacons such that we have to 
increase coverage degree to threshold degree. We can say 
this in other words a subset of cells has to be selected 
from the given potential beacon cell list such that the list 
resulting from the union all operation of all lists 
corresponding to each of the selected potential beacon cell 
contains all the partially covered cells with a cardinality 
equal to the required coverage degree, where required 
coverage degree is difference between the threshold 
degree and current coverage degree of the cell. The 
overall problem has decreased to set cover problem which 
can be stated  as fallows. 

Let us take a universal set x and subsets set 
y={y1,y2,y3...yn} where everything in this set is sub to 
main x. The given problem is to pick a cover z which 
have small number of sets and union of all sets in that z is 
x. 
Generally x contains all the  cells which partially covered  
which cardinality is directly proportional to coverage 
degree and every potential beacon cell is attached by 
individual subset, which represents to lists by using 
greedy approach we can reduced our problem to set cover 
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problem to put next beacon we can choose potential 
beacon cell as a candidate position. This covers maximum 
numbers of cells which are partially covered. This process 
has repeated again and again until we reach the goal i.e.; 
there is no cell which is in a state called partially covered 
state. 
 
C. Enhancement of Greedy Algorithm: 

To reduce the number of extra beacons we 
propose an enhancement to greedy approach by using 
greedy algorithm we can place redundant beacons. In this 
concept we will show an example where there redundancy 
occurs and then we have to make some changes in the 
greedy algorithm to avoid this redundancy. 
 In the potential beacon cell Xm is a potential beacon cell, 
which is used to cover a group of cells which are partially 
covered .we can define them Ym and Zm is their 
cardinality. Xi and Xj are their potential beacon cells 
down in the sorted order. and the group  of cells which are 
covered them are Yi and YJ. These coordinates are Zi and 
Zj by based upon all these we can write some equations 
which are help full. 

Zi < Zm, Zj < Zm 
Yi-Ym   ≠ 0 

Yi U Yj 

Yj - Ym  ≠ 0 
 

The first equation tells that Xi and Xj cardinality is less 
than Xm ‘s cardinality this means Xm proceeds Xj and Xi 
in the given list. The second equation tells that all the 
cells covered by beacon Xm is also covers any of the Xi or 
Xj which causes Xm is redundant. The last two equations 
said , potential beacon cells Xi and Xj cover some 
partially covered cells which cannot done by bm. so from 
all this we can observed that these bi and bj are enough to 
make bm redundant. Thus, there might exist instances 
which result in placement of redundant beacons with the 
application of greedy algorithm. So we need an 
enhancement to greedy algorithm to get rid of redundant 
placement. When the space between beacon and center 
point of cell is equal to r, then only the beacon can cover 
that cell. So the space between two beacons which cover 
the same cell is equal to 2r. So the possibility of 
redundant placement can be identified out by listing all 
the potential beacon cells that are preceding the cell which 
is at the top of the beacon cell list  and these cells are at a 
distance 2r and they have to satisfy all above equations. If 
they satisfy all then they are at the top of the sorted 
beacon cell list and that is believed as redundant and we 
cannot put any beacon on that cell. So then by this we can 
assume that the required number of beacons decreased 
with this advanced greedy algorithm. 
 
D. Proposed Algorithm:  

The algorithm aims at reducing the interruption 
in the localization service and thus needs to minimize the 
number of replacements of beacons by minimizing the 
movements of the existing beacons. As we want to find 
the minimum replacements of the beacons, we have 
proposed an algorithm which will minimize the number of 
replacements of beacons with the help of the popularly 

known algorithm called closest pair of point's in a plane 
[16] algorithm. This closest pair of point's algorithm takes 
a set of points in a plane as input and returns the closest 
pair of points in the plane. Let us consider S1 as the set of 
beacon nodes which are already placed in the existing 
building infrastructure. 

1.  Now consider S2 as the set of beacon nodes that 
are to be placed for the modified building 
infrastructure with the density of ρthresh (The 
positions for this beacon node are calculated by 
using beacon placement algorithm [5]). 

2. Merge the sets S1 and S2 and make it as set S3. 
3. Define a distance ‘d’. If the Euclidean distance 

between the old beacon node and new beacon 
node is less than ‘d’ then we do not replace the 
old beacon node. If the Euclidean distance 
between the old beacon node and new beacon 
node is greater than `d' then we place the new 
beacon node at that point and remove the old one. 
In each iteration we identify the closest pair of 

beacon points. If the two beacon points belong to different 
sets i.e., one beacon node is from the old building 
infrastructure and the other beacon node is from the new 
building infrastructure and they are separated by a 
distance of at most `d' then we do not need to replace the 
old beacon node by new beacon node. If the distance 
between the two beacon nodes is more than `d' then we 
replace the old beacon node with the new beacon node. If 
the two points are belonging to same set and the distance 
between the old beacon node and new beacon node is less 
than d and then there is a redundancy of beacon nodes and 
thus one of them can be ignored. 
The proposed algorithm solves this problem in O(n2 logn) 
time complexity. 

T(n) = O(n).O(nlogn) 
 

Where O(nlogn) is the time taken to identify the closest 
pair of points in a plane, and we repeat this process until 
the distance between two points is less than d. In the 
worst case, we need to find the all the n closest set of 
points, hence the time complexity of the algorithm is 
O(n2logn). The algorithm is summarized as follows,  
1. Let us consider S1 and S2 as the set of beacon nodes 
which are remaining beacon nodes that need to be 
modified in the old and new building infrastructure.  
2. Do 
(a) Consider each beacon node in S2 and identify the 
closest beacon node in S1 to  move the old beacon node to 
the new beacon node position. 
(b) If S1 is empty before S2  is empty then we can place 
new beacon nodes in the remaining S2 positions. 
(c) If S2 is empty before S1 is empty, then we can remove 
the beacon nodes from the positions in S1. 
3. Repeat this process until the set S2 is empty. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

We have done simulation in MATLAB to simulate the 
working of the proposed algorithm. Size of the building 
was taken as 100 × 100 m2 and beacons were placed by 
using the beacon placement algorithm. The 
communication range (R) of each beacon node is taken as 
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10 meters and the attenuation loss of each obstruction is 
assumed to be 5dB. The number of beacons estimated for 
the above building size (100 × 100 m2) was 400 (consider 
beacon density as 0.012). Consider two obstruction sets 
OBS1 and OBS2, which are randomly generated. We 
generate two random points and connect them to get an 
obstruction. These obstruction sets are imposed on the 
given building structure. 

 
 

 
Fig. 3: Randomly generated two obstructions 

 

Figure 3 shows the two obstructions generated 
randomly and are to be imposed on the building structure. 
Figure 4 shows the building with imposed obstructions. 
After imposing the obstruction sets OBS1 and OBS2 the 
corresponding numbers of beacons required have gone up 
to 472 and 437 respectively from 400. We consider 472 as 
old beacon set (S1) i.e. they are already placed in the 
existing building infrastructure and 437 as the new beacon 
set (S2) i.e. these are the positions at which beacons need 
to be placed in the modified building infrastructure. 

After that we run the above algorithm on both the sets 
S1 and S2. Each time we find the closest points, we check 
the distance across these closest points and if this distance 
is less than d, then we do not place the new beacon node. 
The position of the old beacon node can be retained 
instead of the new beacon node. Otherwise, we move the 
beacon node from old position to new position. The table 
1 shows the common points in both the sets. Here 
common points refer the points which are within the 
distance d. If distance increases, then the number of 
common points in both the sets also increases up to a 
point after which it remains stable. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Building structure after imposing the two obstructions.  

 
Two sets of random data are generated and the 

closest pair of points algorithm is implemented on these 
two sets to find the closest pair of points. Figure 5 shows 
the output of the closest pair of points on a plane 
algorithm, where the points marked with blue color 
indicates the points in the two data sets and red color 
circle indicates the two points that closest among all the 
points in the two data sets. 

 

 
Fig. 5: Simulated result of closest pair of points algorithm. 

 

Assuming a localization error of 0.872 is allowed, 
we allow a distance of up to 1 meter between the old and 
the new beacon nodes. As we increase the acceptable 
localization error rate, we can afford to allow more 
distance between the old and new beacon nodes. If the 
distance between the old and new beacon nodes is less 
than 1 meter then there is no need to position the new 
beacon nodes. However, if the distance is more than 1 
meter we need to replace the beacons from its old beacon 
position to the new beacon position such that the distance 
moved by the old beacon node is minimum. 

For each element of the set of beacons that are 
left over in the new beacon set we find the closest old 
beacon node position and move the corresponding old 
beacon node to the new beacon node position. Then, in 
case there are any beacon nodes left out, we remove all 
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the remaining beacons in the set of old beacon nodes. 
Otherwise we can place new beacon nodes in the 
remaining positions. 

 
Table 1: Distance Vs Common Beacon nodes in Two Environments. 

 
Distance 

(in m) 
Common 
beacon 

locations 

Locations in 
B1 

Locations in 
B2 

0 310 162 127 
0.5 339 133 88 
1 400 72 37 

1.5 407 65 30 
2 407 65 30 

2.5 409 63 28 
3 410 62 27 

3.5 410 62 27 
4 410 62 27 

4.5 410 62 27 
5 409 61 26 

 
Figure 7 shows the result of finding the closest 

beacon for each old beacon by applying the closest 
algorithm. Figure 7(a) indicates the beacons after 
imposing the two obstructions, Figure 7(b) shows the 
closest beacons for each old beacons i.e. between red and 
blue points in Figure 7(a). Figure 8(a) shows the 
remaining beacons in the building except the closest 
beacons and Figure 8(b) shows the beacons replacing the 
unnecessary beacons and placing the closest beacons. 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 7: Beacon positions after finding the closest beacons. 

 
 

 

 
Fig. 8: Beacons in the building except the closest beacons and beacons 

replacing the unnecessary beacons and placing the closest beacons. 

 

 
Fig. 9: Number of beacons Vs Localization error. 

 
Figure 9 shows the impact of number of beacons 

on localization error. It shows if the beacon density 
(number of beacons) increases then the localization error 
decreases and saturate at some point. Initially the impact 
of beacon density on localization error was calculated 
under ideal conditions and the value of threshold density 
(ρthresh) was observed as 0.012 [5]. 
 
A. Improvement in Algorithm 

The Proposed algorithm worked with O(n2logn) 
time complexity. To reduce the time complexity in terms 
of number of computations we can divide the entire 
building layout into grids of a given size and we compare 
the corresponding grids in the old and new building 
structures. 

In order to reduce the number of comparisons 
made, the building is partitioned into grids with respect to 
the old and new infrastructure and comparison is done 
across the grids instead of the whole building. Thus, with 
in a grid the time complexity remains O(n2logn) and the 
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overall complexity reduces by a factor of the size of the 
grid if an appropriate size of the grid is chosen.  

As shown in the table 2, the average deviation 
percentage for the 100 x 100 building infrastructure varies 
with the size of the grid. For this particular case, the error 
percentage is minimal for a grid size of 10 and then 
steadily increases for grid sizes greater than 10. This can 
be justified by the fact that the grid size of 10 would 
divide the indoor  environment 100 x 100 m2 into 
uniformly sized grids and in other cases, the size of the 
grids would differ which could increase the error rate. 

 
Table 2: Deviation for different grid sizes 

Grid Size 
(in m) 

Deviation 

8 0.0348 
10 0.006 
12 0.0138 
14 0.0189 
16 0.0264 

 

 
Fig. 10: Distance Vs Common Beacon node Positions for different grid 

sizes. 

V. CONCLUSION 

A typical wireless sensor network environment with 
beacon nodes in an indoor environment would have the 
beacon nodes placed uniformly so as to optimize the 
number of beacon nodes for a given level of acceptable 
localization error. Incidentally, the building infrastructure 
would be subject to changes in which case the localization 
error might be very high in a few areas. The beacon node 
placement would also be non-optimal. Further, 
reorganization of the beacon nodes by regulating the level 
of the localization error would be a time consuming 
process. In the present work, a simple approach is 
proposed to move the beacon nodes efficiently which 
would optimize the movements of the beacon nodes and 
the number of  beacons. 
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